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a b s t r a c t
Scalar couplings of the form JI1  I2 between nuclei impart valuable information about molecular structure
to nuclear magnetic-resonance spectra. Here we demonstrate direct detection of J-spectra due to both
heteronuclear and homonuclear J-coupling in a zero-ﬁeld environment where the Zeeman interaction
is completely absent. We show that characteristic functional groups exhibit distinct spectra with
straightforward interpretation for chemical identiﬁcation. Detection is performed with a microfabricated
optical atomic magnetometer, providing high sensitivity to samples of microliter volumes. We obtain
0.1 Hz linewidths and measure scalar-coupling parameters with 4-mHz statistical uncertainty. We anticipate that the technique described here will provide a new modality for high-precision ‘‘J spectroscopy”
using small samples on microchip devices for multiplexed screening, assaying, and sample identiﬁcation
in chemistry and biomedicine.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) endures as one of the most
powerful analytical tools for detecting chemical species and elucidating molecular structure. The ﬁngerprints for identiﬁcation and
structure analysis are chemical shifts, nuclear Overhauser effects,
and scalar couplings [1,2] of the form JI1I2. The latter yield useful
information about molecular spin topology, bond and torsion angles, bond strength, and hybridization. NMR experiments are conventionally performed in high magnetic ﬁelds, requiring large,
immobile, and expensive superconducting magnets. However,
detection of NMR at low magnetic ﬁelds has recently attracted considerable attention in a variety of contexts, largely because it eliminates the need for superconducting magnets. Additional
advantages of low and zero-ﬁeld NMR include extremely homogeneous ﬁelds (both spatially and temporally) for narrow lines and
the appeal of measuring small contributions to the Hamiltonian
in the absence of a much larger Zeeman interaction. One-dimensional [3] and two-dimensional [4] spectroscopy have been demonstrated in the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld using inductive detection,
J-resolved spectra have been detected with superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers in lT ﬁelds [5],
and atomic magnetometers have been used to perform one-dimensional spectroscopy [6–8] and for remote detection of magnetic
* Corresponding author.
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resonance imaging [9,10] in low magnetic ﬁelds. Nuclear magnetic
resonance in a zero-ﬁeld environment has also been detected indirectly using ﬁeld cycling techniques [11,12]. However, this practice
has not become widely used because it entails cumbersome shuttling of a sample between high and low ﬁeld regions and does not
remove the requirement for a superconducting magnet.
Here we demonstrate direct detection of hetero- and homonuclear scalar coupling in magnetic zero-ﬁeld using an optical atomic
magnetometer. We show that characteristic functional groups
have distinct spectra, with straightforward interpretation for
molecular structure identiﬁcation, allowing extension to larger
molecules and to higher dimensional Fourier NMR spectroscopy.
A magnetically shielded, zero-ﬁeld environment provides high
absolute ﬁeld homogeneity and temporal stability, allowing us to
obtain 0.1-Hz linewidths without using spin echoes, and to determine scalar-coupling parameters with a statistical uncertainty of
4 mHz.
The use of atomic magnetometers yields greatly improved sensitivity compared to inductive detection at low or zero ﬁelds because they sense magnetic ﬁeld directly, rather than the time
derivative of ﬂux through a pickup coil. Furthermore, in contrast
to SQUIDs, atomic magnetometers do not require cryogenics. We
achieve efﬁcient coupling to small samples by making use of millimeter-scale magnetometers [13] manufactured using microfabrication techniques [14]. These factors allow us to work with an
80-lL detection volume, 25 and 6000 times smaller than the quantities used in the Earth-ﬁeld studies of Refs. [3] and [4], respec-
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2. Theory
At zero magnetic ﬁeld, the Hamiltonian for a network of spins
coupled through scalar interactions is
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tively. We also use magnetic shielding, which permits operation in
a laboratory environment, where perturbations to the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld may otherwise limit the magnetic ﬁeld homogeneity
and stability.
Operation at zero ﬁeld eliminates the chemical shift but retains
substantial analytical information in simpliﬁed spectra determined
by both heteronuclear and homonuclear scalar couplings. The
13
CH3 group provides an example of the simpliﬁcation afforded
by spectroscopy in a zero-ﬁeld environment: the Earth’s ﬁeld spectrum consists of eight lines [15], while, as we show here, the zeroﬁeld spectrum consists of just two lines, without loss of spectral
and analytical information. This will facilitate controllable extension into multidimensional spectroscopy [16] with the incorporation of zero-ﬁeld decoupling and recoupling sequences [17,18].
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where the sum extends over all distinct spin pairs and Jjk is the Jcoupling parameter for spins j and k. The observable in our experiment is the z component of the magnetization of the sample (see
Experimental section below),

M z ðtÞ ¼ hnTr qðtÞ

X

!

cj Ij;z ;

ð2Þ

where n is the number density of molecules, cj is the magnetogyric
ratio of the j-th spin, and q(t) is the density matrix. The temporal
evolution of an arbitrary system of spins can be determined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian to ﬁnd the eigenstates jua i and eigenvalues Ea, and then expressing the initial density matrix as a sum
of the operators jua ihub j, each of which evolves as eixab t , where
xab ¼ ðEa  Eb Þ=h.
Because Ij,z are vector operators with magnetic quantum number zero, observable coherences are those between states that differ by one quantum of total angular momentum F, |DF| = 1 with
DMF = 0. This selection rule can be used for prediction of the positions of peaks and for interpretation of spectra. For instance, consider the case of 13CHN, where the J-coupling JCH between all N
heteronuclear pairs is identical. Since the protons are all equivalent, the homonuclear J-couplings can be ignored [2]. Denoting
the total proton spin by K and the 13C spin by S, Eq. (1) can
E be

 J HC K  S; which has eigenstates F 2 ; K 2 ; S2 ; F z with
rewritten HJ ¼ h
eigenvalues

J HC
½FðF þ 1Þ  KðK þ 1Þ  SðS þ 1Þ:
2
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The selection rules above yield the observable quantum-beat freh ¼ JHC ðK þ 1=2Þ for K P 1=2.
quencies xK ¼ ðEKþ1=2;K  EK1=2;K Þ=
For the methyl group, 13CH3, we expect two lines, one at JHC and another at 2JHC , corresponding to coupling of the 13C nucleus with the
proton doublet or quadruplet states. For the methylene group,
13
CH2, a single line at 3J HC =2 is expected due to coupling with the
proton triplet state. In more complicated molecules, homonuclear
couplings or higher-order effects of heteronuclear couplings can result in a splitting of the lines—however, the positions of the multiplets can be determined by the above argument.

3. Experimental
A schematic of our zero-ﬁeld spectrometer is shown in Fig. 1.
The detection volume and optical atomic magnetometer are

D1 ECDL
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A syringe pump pushes ﬂuid from a reservoir inside a
1.8-T Halbach array, through the 80-lL detection volume adjacent to an 87Rb alkalivapor cell. The vapor cell and detection volume are housed inside a set of magnetic
shields. Circularly polarized light from an external-cavity diode laser at the D1
resonance is used to optically pump and probe the alkali spin polarization. A set of
coils inside the magnetic shields is used to zero the residual magnetic ﬁeld and to
apply pulses to the sample. An oven heats the cell to 170 °C to maintain sufﬁcient
alkali vapor density. Insets (a) and (b) show the response of the magnetometer to
test ﬁelds of varying frequency and the noise ﬂoor of the magnetometer,
respectively.

housed inside a set of magnetic shields and coils to create a
zero-ﬁeld environment to a level of 0.1 nT. A syringe pump cycles
ﬂuid analyte between the polarization volume and the 80-lL
detection volume via a 50-cm long tube with inner diameter of
250 lm. The pre-polarizing volume is placed in a compact
(5  5  10 cm) 1.8-T Halbach array. A pressurized reservoir aids
reﬁlling the syringe on the reﬁll cycle. The ﬂow rate is 50 lL/s,
yielding an average ﬂuid velocity of 100 cm/s and transit time of
0.5 s from magnet to detection region (small compared to the longitudinal relaxation rate of the samples measured here). A solenoid
provides a ‘‘guiding ﬁeld” in transit from the ambient laboratory
ﬁeld to zero ﬁeld to ensure that the initial magnetization points towards the atomic magnetometer.
The central component of the magnetometer is a vapor cell,
with inner dimensions 2.7  1.8  1 mm, containing 87Rb and
1200 Torr of N2 buffer gas, fabricated using the techniques described in Ref. [14]. The atomic magnetometer operates in the
spin-exchange relaxation-free (SERF) regime [19], in which relaxation of the alkali polarization due to spin-exchange collisions is
eliminated. As in Ref. [13], we use a single circularly polarized laser
beam tuned to the center of the pressure broadened Rb D1 transition, propagating in the x direction, to optically pump and probe
the alkali polarization. A magnetic ﬁeld in the z direction rotates
the alkali polarization away from the direction of light propagation, and correspondingly, the absorption of the light increases.
In order to avoid interference from low-frequency noise, a modulation of the z component of the magnetic ﬁeld is applied at a frequency mmod = 1.8 kHz, with amplitude similar to the width of the
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alkali Zeeman resonance (about 15 nT in our cell). The z component of the magnetic ﬁeld due to the sample leads to modulation
of the transmitted light at the ﬁrst harmonic of the modulation frequency, which is monitored with a lock-in ampliﬁer. Inset (a) in
Fig. 1 shows the response of the magnetometer to a small oscillating test ﬁeld as a function of frequency. Inset (b) in Fig. 1 shows the
sensitivity of the magnetometer (the sharp peaks are for calibration) after normalizing the measured noise and calibration signals
by the frequency response of the magnetometer, yielding a noise
p
ﬂoor of about 200 fT/ Hz, ﬂat from about 3 to 300 Hz.
Data presented in this work are acquired as follows: Fluid polarized by the permanent magnet ﬂows into the detection region, and
at t = 0, ﬂow is halted and a pulse of DC magnetic ﬁeld is applied in
the y direction with magnitude B1 and duration Tp. This rotates the
proton and 13C spins by different angles due to the different magnetogyric ratios, placing the spin system into a superposition of
eigenstates of the J-coupling Hamiltonian, Eq. (1). The ensuing
quantum beats lead to a time-dependent magnetization, the z
component of which is detected by the atomic magnetometer.
The transfer of the sample from high ﬁeld to zero ﬁeld is adiabatic
as no quantum beats are observed without application of an excitation pulse. Adiabatic transfer results in equilibration of the spintemperature parameters of the two species via the J-coupling
interaction [20], the initial condition for simulations presented
below.
We worked with 13C enriched methanol (13CH3-OH), ethanol 1
12
( CH3-13CH2-OH), and ethanol 2 (13CH3-12CH2-OH) obtained from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Methanol and ethanol 2 data were
acquired with no further sample preparation. Ethanol 1 data were
acquired following several freeze–thaw cycles under vacuum to
help remove any dissolved gases, e.g. O2, however, the linewidth
and longitudinal relaxation time was similar for ethanol 1 and ethanol 2.
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Fig. 2. Raw signal (a) and Fourier transform (b) obtained following an excitation
pulse with area B1Tp(cH–cC) = 2.4 rad. In the top panel, the smooth red curve
overlaying the data is a decaying exponential with a time constant T1 = 2.2 s. The
real and imaginary parts of the spectrum are represented in (b) by the black and red
traces, respectively. The low- (high-) frequency peaks correspond to the coupling of
the 13C nucleus with the doublet (quadruplet) states of proton angular momentum.

ature of JHC = 140.6 Hz for methanol [15,21] (presented without
explicitly stated uncertainty).
The amplitudes of the low- and high-frequency peaks as a function of pulse area are shown by triangles and squares, respectively,
in Fig. 3(a). Using the formalism discussed in the Theory section,
one can show that if the polarized part of the density matrix prior

4. Results and discussion
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Measurements on methanol, 13CH3OH, are presented in Fig. 2
for a pulse area a = B1Tp(ch–cc) = 2.4 rad (Tp = 0.66 ms). The signal
in the time domain after averaging 11 transients is shown in
Fig. 2(a). There is a large, slowly decaying component of the signal due to the relaxation of static components of the total magnetization, as well as a smaller, high frequency component due
to scalar coupling. Overlaying the data is a decaying exponential
(red trace) with time constant T1 = 2.2 s. In displaying these data,
we ﬁrst subtracted the decaying exponential, ﬁltered the remaining signal with a pass band between 120 and 300 Hz and then
added the decaying exponential to the ﬁltered data. This eliminates transients at the beginning and end of the data set due
to the digital ﬁlter. The Fourier transform of the signal is shown
in Fig. 2(b), revealing a simple structure consisting of two peaks
(offsets inserted for visual clarity). To account for the ﬁnite
bandwidth of the magnetometer, the amplitude and phase of
these data have been corrected for using the calibration curve
shown in Fig. 1(a). An additional phase shift linear in frequency
has also been applied to account for the time delay between
applying pulses and acquisition of the data. The two peaks have
the same phase, as expected for an initially magnetized sample.
This spectrum is in agreement with the discussion of 13CH3 given above, assuming that the homo- and heteronuclear coupling
of the OH group are averaged to zero under rapid chemical exchange. Independently ﬁtting the low- and high-frequency portions of the data to complex Lorentzians yields central
frequencies m1 = 140.60 Hz and m2 = 281.09 Hz with linewidths
(half-width at half-maximum) Dm1 = 0.10 Hz and Dm2 = 0.17 Hz.
These values are in agreement with the value found in the liter-
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Fig. 3. (a) Triangles and squares show the dependence of the amplitude of the lowand high-frequency resonances in 13C enriched methanol on pulse area, respectively. The solid lines overlaying the data are theoretical predictions. (b) The center
of the low (triangles) and high (squares) frequency resonances as a function of bin
number, each bin consisting of the average of 10 transients. From these data, we
determine the mean value of the central frequency for the two peaks to be
140.566(4) and 281.082(3) Hz, as indicated by the solid lines overlaying the data.
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The black and red lines overlying the data are theoretical predictions, in agreement with the data. This dependence can be understood as follows: Following the pulse, the protons and 13C nuclei
precess around the total angular momentum F, and hence the
time-dependent magnetization is produced in a direction transverse to F. If the protons and 13C are initially polarized in the z direction, then following a pulse of magnetic ﬁeld in the y direction, the
projection of the transverse component of F along the z axis following the pulse is modulated according to sin B1 T p ðch þ cc Þ. The amplitude of the time dependent part of the magnetization transverse to
F is determined by the phase difference accrued by protons and 13C
nuclei during the pulse, yielding the ﬁnal sin B1 T p ðch  cc Þ factor in
Eq. (4).
In order to determine the stability of the J-coupling measurement, we acquired a series of 100 transients following the application of a pulse with area a = 2.4 rad, the ﬁrst maximum of the
response in Fig. 3(a). The raw data were binned into sets of ten,
averaged, Fourier transformed, and ﬁt to complex Lorentzians.
The position of the low- (triangles) and high- (squares) frequency
peaks are shown as a function of bin number in Fig. 3(b). The mean
frequencies of each peak are indicated by the solid lines overlying
the data with m1 = 140.566(4) Hz and m2 = 281.082(3) Hz. As mentioned above, these values appear to be in agreement with the value found in the literature, however, these data deviate slightly
from the 13CH3 model discussed above because m2/2 differs from
m1 by about 25 mHz. We suspect that this small shift is the result
of residual coupling to the OH group, and simulation indicates that
it would require a coupling of only 0.4 Hz to produce a shift of this
magnitude and sign. The statistical uncertainties in our measurements are orders of magnitude smaller than the range of frequencies associated with J-couplings, providing a sensitive probe for
subtle differences in chemical structure.
As mentioned above, homonuclear J-coupling between equivalent spins cannot be observed. In high-ﬁeld NMR experiments, this
is often overcome by differences in chemical shift between different functional groups. At low or zero magnetic ﬁeld, where chemical shifts are unresolved or non-existent, homonuclear nonequivalence can occur through different heteronuclear J-coupling
environments [15]. For example, in ethanol 1, 12CH3-13CH2-OH,
or ethanol 2, 13CH3-12CH2-OH, the protons in the methyl and methylene groups couple to the 13C nucleus differently, yielding observable effects due to homonuclear J-coupling. Fig. 4 shows
experimental spectra for ethanol 1 and ethanol 2, obtained after
averaging 210 and 475 transients, respectively. The amplitude of
these data has been corrected for due to the ﬁnite bandwidth of
the magnetometer. However, after applying corrections to the
phase to take into account the magnetometer response and the delay between pulsing and acquisition, the multiplets appeared out
of phase, although the phase of peaks within individual multiplets
appears to be the same. In displaying these data, we have introduced additional phases by hand, uniform across each multiplet,
so that all multiplets appear in phase, as one would expect for an
initially magnetized sample. While these additional phases may
be a result of imperfect calibration of the magnetometer, it is possible that the effect is real. Speciﬁcally, there may be some evolution of the density matrix as the sample passes through several
level crossings in transit from high ﬁeld to zero ﬁeld. Future work
will explore this possibility. Despite uncertainty in the phase, simulated spectra for an initially magnetized sample, presented below
the data, appear to be in reasonable agreement with the data. In
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Fig. 4. Experimental and simulated zero-ﬁeld NMR spectra for ethanol 2 (top
panel), 13CH3-12CH2-OH and ethanol 1, 12CH3-13CH2-OH. To the extent that signal is
above the noise level, experiment and simulation are in agreement. The positions of
the multiplets are determined by the one-bond heteronuclear J-coupling and the
splittings within the multiplets are due to homonuclear J-coupling and two-bond
heteronuclear J-coupling.

the simulations, we use the values of coupling constants obtained
from high-ﬁeld measurements, which, for ethanol 1 are
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
J HC ¼ 140:4 Hz; J HC ¼ 4:6 Hz and J HH ¼ 7:1 Hz and for ethanol 2
ð1Þ
ð2Þ
ð3Þ
are JHC ¼ 125:2 Hz, J HC ¼ 2:4 Hz and J HH ¼ 7:1 Hz [21,22], where
the superscript denotes the number of bonds separating the interacting nuclei. These spectra can be interpreted as follows: The
Hamiltonian is dominated by the one-bond heteronuclear J-coupling. Hence, neglecting any other couplings, for ethanol 1, one exð1Þ
pects a single peak at 3J HC =2 due to coupling between the 13C
nucleus and the triplet proton state of the methylene group. In ethð1Þ
ð1Þ
anol 2, one expects two peaks at J HC and 2J HC due to coupling be13
tween the C nucleus and the doublet or quadruplet states of
the protons on the methyl group. Homonuclear couplings and
two-bond heteronuclear couplings result in a splitting of these
peaks, as well as the appearance of a set of peaks at low
frequencies.
Simulation and further experimental results not presented here
indicate that spectra rapidly become quite complex in molecules
such as doubly labelled ethanol, where there are multiple onebond heteronuclear and homonuclear couplings. Future work will
explore methods for selective and broadband decoupling of heteronuclear scalar couplings for simpliﬁcation of zero ﬁeld spectra.
Techniques for broadband decoupling will be particularly important for compounds containing a third isotope with non-zero spin
such as nitrogen, present in many biologically relevant molecules.
While the results presented here were obtained in a zero-ﬁeld
environment, inductive detection has been used to observe a rich
set of spectral features in the complementary Earth’s ﬁeld regime
[3,4,15]. Atomic magnetometers can also be used for direct detection of NMR in such ﬁnite ﬁelds, as demonstrated in Refs. [6,7],
with potentially much better sensitivity than inductive pickup
coils.
Finally, in the present work, the magnetometric sensitivity is
p
about 200 fT/ Hz, with a vapor cell volume of about 4.8 mm3. Laser intensity ﬂuctuations are the dominant source of noise and are
about a factor of 50 larger than photon shot noise. A straightforward path to improved sensitivity would be incorporation of a second, low noise laser, where detection of optical rotation rather
than transmission, would cancel common mode noise. Fundamen-
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tally limiting the sensitivity of an atomic magnetometer is spinprojection noise [23], and in Ref. [8] we estimate that, for millimeter-scale vapor cells with optimal values of parameters such as
light power, cell temperature, and buffer gas pressure, spin-projecp
tion noise is on the order of 0.1 fT/ Hz, indicating that there is still
a great deal of room for improved magnetometric sensitivity.
Hyperpolarization techniques such as dynamic nuclear polarization [24] or parahydrogen-induced polarization [25] can also be
employed to yield much larger signals, making possible the detection of natural-abundance samples.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated direct detection of pure Jcoupling NMR at zero magnetic ﬁeld using an optical atomic magnetometer. For characteristic functional groups, such as 13CH3, the
zero-ﬁeld spectrum is simpler than Earth-ﬁeld spectra [15] while
retaining all information about the J-coupling network. We obtain
linewidths as low as 0.1 Hz, measure heteronuclear J-coupling constants with 4-mHz statistical uncertainty and clearly observe
homonuclear J-coupling. Zero-ﬁeld relaxation rates can also easily
be measured in our experiment with only a single pulse. The sensitivity is sufﬁcient to obtain simple spectra from 80 lL of ﬂuid in a
single shot. Further optimization of magnetometric sensitivity and
geometry will yield improved performance with detection volumes
at the level of 1 lL. We anticipate that the technique described
here will ﬁnd wide use in analytical chemistry. Applications to
multiplexed screening, assaying and identiﬁcation of samples from
chemistry to biomedicine [26] with mobile, miniaturized devices
are also envisaged. One particular application we envision is in
monitoring changes of scalar couplings in the products of enzyme
catalyzed reactions.
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